
Exoplanets!

Yoram Lithwick
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Do other stars host planets?



Giordano Bruno 
(burned at the stake in 1600) 



● Does life exist elsewhere?

● Is the Solar System special?

● How do planets form?



51 Pegasi b

“Hot Jupiter”
1000o C

First discovery
of extrasolar 

planet (in 1995):

Jupiter-mass
Orbital period:  4 days!
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Detection method 1: Radial Velocity (“RV”)

36 François Bouchy

(très inférieur à la largeur des raies spectrales), la différence entre les deux
spectres peut s’estimer approximativement par la dérivée du spectre que
multiplie le décalage en longueur d’onde :

A(i) − A0(i) =
∂A0(i)

∂λ(i)
δλ(i). (3)

Figure 6.: Principe du calcul de la vitesse radiale par la méthode de
pondération optimum.

Le décalage Doppler peut donc s’écrire sous la forme :

δV (i)

c
=

δλ(i)

λ(i)
=

A(i) − A0(i)

λ(i) (∂A0(i)/∂λ(i))
. (4)

Le décalage en vitesse est par conséquent mesuré à partir du changement
d’intensité du spectre sur chaque pixel. Il faut alors intégrer ce signal
sur tous les points du spectre en pondérant chaque pixel de manière
optimum :

δV

c
=

∑ δV (i)
c W (i)

∑

W (i)
. (5)

Le poids optimum est inversement proportionnel au carré de la disper-
sion :

W (i) =
1

( δVRMS(i)
c )2

. (6)
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pour les étoiles comprenant un grand nombre de raies spectrales fines
et contrastées (voir section 6.). Les cibles les plus adaptées sont par
conséquent des étoiles dites de type solaire, à savoir des naines froides plus
tardives que le type F5 et dont la vitesse de rotation projetée v sin irot est
faible (quelques km s−1). Pour illustration, la figure 2 représente une pe-
tite portion du spectre d’étoile K2V obtenu avec le spectrographe-échelle
HARPS (Pepe et al. 2002a ; Mayor et al. 2003).

Figure 2.: Portion du spectre de l’étoile τ Ceti (K2V) obtenu avec le
spectrographe HARPS (R=100’000). Le domaine représenté correspond
à 1/150 du domaine total couvert. La largeur à mi-hauteur typique des
raies est ici de 0.1 Å ce qui correspond à 6 km s−1.

Le calcul du décalage Doppler du spectre s’effectue, soit par ajuste-
ment avec un spectre de référence réel ou synthétique, soit par corrélation
croisée avec un masque numérique (voir section 5.). Au résultat obtenu,
il convient de retrancher la composante de vitesse liée à la dérive du spec-
trographe et la composante de vitesse liée au mouvement de la Terre.

Vrad = Vspectre − Vderive − VTerre (1)

La composante de dérive instrumentale est la plupart du temps (sauf
pour les spectrographes sous vide) dominée par les variations d’indice
optique de l’air liées aux variations de température et de pression at-
mosphérique. Une variation de 1 mbar induit un décalage des spectres
de l’ordre de 90 m s−1. Une variation de température de 1 degré Celsius
induit un décalage de l’ordre de 300 m s−1. Une autre cause de dérive
instrumentale provient des flexions thermo-mécanique de l’instrument.
Un déplacement relatif de 1 micromètre entre la fente (ou fibre d’entrée)
et le détecteur du spectrographe se traduit par un décalage équivalent du
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Orbital period: 4.2 days
Mass: 0.4 × Jupiter’s mass

there will be lesson about RV



data sets. We find that the distributions of parameter estimates
are generally consistent with underlying Gaussian distribu-
tions. We note, however, that significant covariation does exist
between some of the orbital parameters (e.g., Mi and $i),
making it impossible to generate systems that are fully con-
sistent with the radial velocity data by independently sampling
orbital parameters from the inferred underlying distributions.

We conclude that the nominal, edge-on, coplanar two-planet
model of Table 2 is fully consistent with the current set of radial
velocity measurements of the star. If the actual stellar jitter for
GJ 876 is smaller than 6 m s!1, then one can contemplate
extracting additional information (related, say, to the inclina-
tions and nodes of planets b and c, or to additional bodies) from
the lists of radial velocities in Table 1 and inMarcy et al. (2001).

The three-body fit to the radial velocities indicates that the
two major planets in the GJ 876 are locked in a symmetric
configuration, with the resonant arguments !1 ¼ kc ! 2kb þ
$c, and !2 ¼ kc ! 2kb þ$b both librating about zero degrees.
The orbital configuration of the best-fit edge-on coplanar
model of the GJ 876 data set is shown in Figure 1. In this
figure, the positions of the planets are plotted as filled cir-
cles at 60 successive one-half-day intervals beginning on JD
2,449,710, when the planets were both near periastron. The
positions are plotted in the frame centered on the star. Also
plotted (as clouds of dots) are the positions of the planets at
every one-half-day interval since the epoch of the first Lick
Observatory data point taken on JD 2,449,679.6316. The fig-
ure shows that the orbits of the planets do not close, while
examination of the time-dependent osculating orbital elements
shows that the periapses of the planets are precessing at a rate
of $̇ ¼ !41$ yr!1. This rapid precession is the primary reason

why Keplerian fits to the data show higher
ffiffiffiffiffi
"2

p
values than the

self-consistent three-body fits.
Figure 2 shows the fitted reflex velocity of the star in com-

parison with the radial velocity data. The most striking feature
of this figure (aside from the dominant%60 days periodicity) is
the modulation arising from the 8.7 yr precession period for the
planets’ joint line of apsides. This precession has now been
observed for more than one full period, and the planets have
completed a full librational cycle for both the secular j$c!$bj
resonance argument, as well as the 2:1 resonance arguments
!1 and !2. These librations are manifest in the slightly non-
sinusoidal envelope of the overall stellar reflex velocity. The
non-Keplerian aspect of the motion is also evident in the wave
of small-amplitude velocity reversals running through the ra-
dial velocity curve. In the summed Keplerian model, this wave
has an asymmetric shape and is produced (along with the over-
all modulation) by the inner planet c having a fixed period Pc ¼
30:12 days that is slightly less than half the Pb ¼ 61:02 days
period of the outer planet. In the self-consistent fit, the small
velocity reversals display a symmetric waveform, and arise
largely from the precession of the inner eccentric orbit and the
librations about the three resonances. For additional related
discussion of the manifestation of the orbital dynamics in the
radial velocity curve, see Nauenberg (2002)

The primary assumption underlying the fit given in Tables 2
and 3 is that the planetary orbits are coplanar and are being
viewed edge-on. While there is no a priori observational evi-
dence to indicate that the system is coplanar, it is likely that the
planets arose from a relatively flat protoplanetary accretion
disk. Numerical integrations of the differential migration of the
system that assume this scenario show that the eccentricity must
in general be forced to higher values than observed before
significant mutual inclination is excited (see also Thommes &
Lissauer 2003). Hence it makes dynamical sense to prefer co-
planar models. We also note that astrometric evidence obtained
by Benedict et al. (2002) suggests that the outer planet in the
system is being viewed fairly close to an edge-on configuration.

If we assume coplanar inclinations with is < 90$ and con-
struct a succession of fits, we obtain the run of best-fit

ffiffiffiffiffi
"2

p

Fig. 1.—Orbital motion arising from the two-planet coplanar dynamical fit to
the GJ 876 system listed in Tables 2 and 3. The clouds of small black dots plot
the positions of the planets at every one-half day interval from JD 2,449,680 to
JD 2,453,000, illustrating the range of planetary motion produced by the pre-
cession of the line of apsides. The connected filled circles plot the positions of
the planets at 120 one-half day intervals beginning on JD 2,449,710. The two
solid lines radiating from the central star mark the osculating longitudes of
periastron, $b ¼ 149N1 and $c ¼ 154N4 for the planets at JD 2,449,710. The
longitudes $b and $c oscillate about alignment with a libration amplitude
j$c !$bj max ¼ 34$, and the line of apsides precesses at a rate $̇ ¼ !41$ yr!1.
The sense of the orbital motion is counterclockwise as viewed from above. [See
the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 2.—Top: Stellar reflex velocity from a self-consistent, coplanar, is ¼
90$ three-body integration compared to the GJ 876 radial velocities. The fit
parameters and initial conditions for the integration are listed in Tables 2 and
3. Velocities obtained at Lick Observatory (listed in Marcy et al. 2001) and the
velocities taken at Keck Observatory (listed in Table 1) are shown as small
filled circles. The plotted Lick velocities include a fitted offset between the
telescopes that resulted in o2 ¼ 44:476 m s!1 being added to each of the 16
Lick Observatory measurements. Bottom: Residuals to the orbital fit.

GJ 876 PLANETARY SYSTEM 1185No. 2, 2005 GJ876  (2 planets) 61Vir  (3 planets)
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 Planet discoveries by 2009:



● For life, probably need:

rocky planet●

} rocky



● For life, probably need:

rocky planet●

} rocky

liquid water● }liquid water (“habitable zone”)



Detection method 2: Transit

HD 209548 (Brown et al. ’01)

● RV probably can’t find such planets, but:



Kepler Telescope

Launched in 2009, for $500M●

Stared at 150,000 stars, 
waiting for transits

●

Expected to find a few Earth-like 
planets around Sun-like stars
(assuming all other stars have
 planetary systems like ours)

●



Kepler Telescope

Launched in 2009, for $500M●

Stared at 150,000 stars, 
waiting for transits

●

●

Number actually found: 0●

Expected to find a few Earth-like 
planets around Sun-like stars









Packed planetary Systems!   Kepler-11:

6 planets●

Whole system fits within Venus’s orbit●

● All 6 are larger than Earth and smaller than Neptune
● And, they all transit





Circumbinary planets



 ~4,200 planets ●

● mass: between Earth & Neptune (mostly)
periods: inward of Mercury       (mostly)

●   around 30% of stars have “Kepler planets”

Kepler’s Final Tally

Hot Jupiters Cold Jupiters

Kepler planets





● Kepler measures:
        planet radius  (transit depth)  
                                

● Would also like to know:    
                                

mass

rock? gas?

What are these planets made of?

    & period/semimajor axis (transit times)



Transit Time Variations (TTV)
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(Cochran et al. ’11)
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(Cochran et al. ’11)

ec = 0 [±0.0003]
Mc = 17MEarth

ed = 0

Md = 16MEarth

 [±0.0003]



Density of 70 Exoplanets from TTV 

Planet Radius [REarth]
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● Small ones rocky (or even denser)
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● Bigger ones covered in gas. Up to ~50% of mass in gas.
                  Surprising:  closer to star than Mercury &
                                       not much bigger than Earth. 



(Marois et al. ’10)HR 8799 β Pic (Lagrange et al. ’10)

Detection method 3: Direct Detection



Beyond mass, radius & period

Next step: spectrum



Hat-P-26b

Hard to do for Kepler’s planets (too far away)●

●New telescope (TESS) just launched to find nearby candidates

●Biosignatures (oxygen?)...



Planet-forming Disks!



 Formation of Hot Jupiters
●  Jupiter-mass planets almost certainly formed outside 1 AU
          (Inside 1 AU: temperature too high & star’s gravity too strong)

●  How did hot Jupiters “migrate” from >1 AU to < 0.1AU?
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Hot Jupiters

1. Disk Migration
Planet forms in a gas disk, 
then is transported along as disk is accreted 

2 types of migration scenarios:



When planet comes close enough
to star, strong tides are raised
on planet, circularizing its orbit

2. Interplanetary chaos:

Innermost planet’s eccentricity
 is excited by other planets

Planet forms far from star, with
companions

●  

●  

●  



eccentricity=0 (circle)

eccentricity=0.5 (ellipse)

 Solar system also exhibits chaos
 Earth’s eccentricity

time [million years]
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 Solar system also exhibits chaos
 Earth’s eccentricity

time [million years]
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 Mercury’s eccentricity
● Solar system unstable! 
Lucky we haven’t lost 
Mercury yet



Migration
● Planets form far from star, then migrate inwards in gas disk

How did “Kepler planets” form?

Two possibilities:

In situ

mergers


